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Book Description (annotation)..
This stimulating and challenging book marks a unique departure from traditional social theories. Many years
in the writing, the author pulls few punches as he studies the current human condition in light of our
little-realized, yet true collective potential. Focusing on the obvious disjointedness of contemporary society,
this weighty study not only details the story of our tragic march towards Machine-based societies, but also
points the way to surely the only enduring solution; our collective advancement to supraconsciousness, and
to a truly humane, or 'humantrue' society.
“An insightful, thought-provoking and uncompromising evaluation of the origins and direction of human society from one of the most original thinkers of our day.” S.T. Manning PhD

From the author / foreword..
“This is the story of human evolution - its falseness to intelligence up to the present Wrong Reality. The truth
about our incomplete brain mutation - that we have religion, education, government, law, but have not
achieved the human right to equality, freedom and happiness, so that we are not yet fully human. The story
of the relationship between consciousness and the postconscious mind - how its fulfilment through intellation
shall bring us to supraconsciousness and thence to humantruth and humantrue society.”
John Bapty Oates
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